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Free ebook Life in christ a manual for
disciples (Read Only)
over 100 000 sold reform the way small groups make disciples this companion training
manual to real life discipleship provides unique guidance and insight to pastors
church leaders and their disciples as they work to create an effective discipleship
program with a thorough results oriented process that can be applied in other
contexts and cultures this manual explains the necessary components of disciple
making so that every church member can play a part in reaching others for christ a
great leader s resource it shows you how to cultivate new leaders for the future and
equip them to make disciples this manual includes these teaching tools activities
and questions that teach an effective christlike approach to discipleship training
on how to identify recruit and develop gifted leaders from within your church
fellowship an explanation of the role of personal relationships in making disciples
part of following jesus is reaching out to others and sharing what we believe
develop the heart of a disciple maker in the members of your small group and help
them follow god s call to go and make disciples matthew s gospel is designed to
facilitate growth in the christian faith this commentary focuses on matthew as a
manual of instruction for people who are followers of christ and wish to deepen
their understanding of his commands and spiritual practices emphasis is given to the
ethical instructions especially the sermon on the mount life in christ is a
comprehensive study manual doctrinally solid and easy to understand disigned to help
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young christians understand the christian faith before jesus left his disciples he
gave them the famous commission to go therefore and make disciples of all nations
baptizing them in the name of the father and of the son and of the holy spirit and
teaching them to obey everything that i ve commanded you mt 28 19 20 the commission
actually reveals a unique characteristic of matthew s gospel it was designed to be a
training manual for the matthean community of disciples matthew s gospel was
structured along five major discourses on discipleship ch s 5 7 10 13 18 24 25 in
addition to these formalized sermons the gospel contains numerous situational
teaching moments thus future disciples are expected to assimilate the entire
spectrum of jesus teaching content found in both his preaching and practice the
disciple of jesus should know who jesus is what jesus has to say and what jesus did
knowing who he is will inspire faith in him knowing what he commands will guide the
disciple in obedience and knowing what the master does will provide a pattern to
follow these three lines of inquiry will guide the disciple s development into the
image of jesus the end game in following such a manual is that the believer will be
prepared to make disciples of others if this all sounds to you like a pretty tall
order well then you re right it is a demanding journey welcome to the matthew
journey this study guide follow s the course taught at eastpoint church in spokane
valley wa it is designed to be a thirteen week discipleship mentoring curriculum for
committed disciples this manual is useful in training disciples in the local church
as well as abroad the simple strategy and easy to follow format make this an ideal
tool for small groups discipling new believers preparing for mission trips and
equipping leaders overseas to train disciples 30 x 60 x 100 includes a detailed
outline of both the old and new testaments five bible study methods clearly
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presented with examples including a unique and comprehensive five step inductive
study method many ways to develop and customize discipleship curriculum including
ways to reach non literate disciples a discipleship manual for training believers to
become disciples who will make other disciples what every disciple is called to is
as radical as it comes for more than half a century practicing and proclaiming
biblical discipleship has been the author s heart beat this is that life s ministry
captured for you in a book disciple remember who you are is part of the four phase
disciple program and is prepared for those who have completed becoming disciples
through bible study the driving idea in this study is the connection between memory
and identity as the people of god the word you in the title is meant to be heard
both in its singular form the individual and its plural form the community we are a
community of memory participants in this thirty two week study will read the major
and minor old testament prophets with the exception of daniel and will read the
thirteen letters traditionally attribu making radical disciples a complete training
system for mission trips house churches disciple groups and believers wanting to
fulfill the great commission in matthew 28 19 20 developed and field tested in
southeast asia over a seven year period learners experience hands on training in how
to imitate christ in their daily lives a twelve week study resource for small groups
in local congregations it is grounded in biblical understandings of the role of
steward as the faithful response of christian disciples author and bible scholar h d
shively explores jesus powerful sermon on the mount through the lenses of the new
covenant follow the disciples up that mountain sit with them and learn the basic
principles that make jesus sermon a training manual for disciples this book is for
serious disciples of the lord jesus christ and is a powerful tool for anyone who is
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interested in climbing higher in their walk with the lord h d deborah shively is the
author of several books including why jesus has to be the messiah understanding the
new covenant and the hebrew roots of christianity understanding the book of hebrews
understanding the trinity from the scriptures and understanding the book of
revelation hope for the times we are living now what happens when you look into the
box where you think god is contained and you find he isn t there what happens next
may surprise you you will learn how to hear god s voice that god still does miracles
that demons are real and how to deal with them and truths about the kingdom of god
healing your spiritual authority spiritual battles and your armor written by a
former traditional baptist pastor mull s unique story is one of god destroying
religious constraints allowing his people to reel in miracles of healing salvations
and supernatural experiences in the presence of god his journey will help you
overcome skepticism toss away theological hang ups you once thought were from god
and stand solidly on biblical principles this book is filled with amazing real life
stories and practical applications of the same things jesus taught his 12 disciples
you will be challenged to believe god is able to do more than you have ever imagined
if there is a field manual for following jesus it is the sermon on the mount the
sermon on the mount found in matthew chapters 5 7 is a handbook to jesus vision for
enlightened souls healed communities and a tangible reality that he calls the
kingdom of god here we find jesus at his most practical commanding the specific
moral actions attitudes and disciplines that will save our souls and save the world
this sermon is no philosophical manifesto to study or debate like a field manual the
sermon on the mount contains clear commands for jesus disciples to enact on the
field of our day to day lives this book is also a kind of field manual a useful
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introduction to the practice of the sermon on the mount this is not an exhaustive
study of every historical textual or interpretive issue it contains a basic overview
of the spiritual life and discussions of some of the most important questions
related to the sermon on the mount all for one specific purpose the purpose of this
book is to help the modern reader understand what jesus commanded then do it god
became a human being in jesus christ first to teach us the enlightened way of life
outlined in the sermon on the mount then to show us that life by his own example to
obey jesus commands is to be like him and whatever else we are as followers of
christ we begin as the people who imitate jesus and practice what he taught in the
sermon on the mount this is what it means to be his disciple and this is what this
book will help you do disciple is a program of disciplined bible study aimed at
developing strong christian leaders the study gives the old and new testaments equal
time emphasizing the wholeness of the bible as a revelation of god disciple draws
upon the work of scholars the personal bible reading and study of the participant
and dynamic group discussion to aid understanding of the bible the first study in
the program is disciple becoming disciples through bible study a thirty four week
overview of the entire bible training for disciple studies is also highly
recommended learn more about training here making radical disciples a complete
training system for mission trips house churches disciple groups and believers
wanting to fulfill the great commission in matthew 28 19 20 developed and field
tested in southeast asia over a seven year period learners experience hands on
training in how to imitate christ in their daily lives this manual provides the
essential information to form and launch disciple making teams trained to complete
the great commission as outlined in matthew 28 16 20 the 3 sections provide
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information about disciple making movements thirteen team building discovery
exercises covering basic concepts behind becoming and making disciples information
concerning outreach and model discovery lists for discipling various people groups
as well as training video urls have you ever had that sinking feeling that you were
missing out on something very valuable in your ministry but just couldnt put your
finger on it well these resources for adventures in service to god for the church
are valuable assets to those seeking a dynamic experience in gods kingdom work to
invest yourself in larry spencers ministry of helps manual and workbook can enhance
your ministry and greatly format your service with usable hands on tools that
complete your tool chest bring these practical things home and put them to work
great results have already been seen from individuals who respect gods word and
value what it can bring to the board room as well as to the church service you will
not be sorry you invested in this training for you and your ministry team rev lloyd
tremain paradise community church of the nazarene a thorough practical and much
needed biblically sound treatment wish it had been available 20 years ago when i
could have use it to a great positive effect dan wilderman retired assemblies of god
pastor the order and practical instruction presented will benefit all organizational
levels of any christian church today john steffensen radio host christ today kkxx
radio chico ca hopefully this manual will lay the groundwork for pastors and
churches to spread the burden and get others involved in the work of the ministry i
once had a pastor that was often unprepared for a service because he was busy
helping a parishioner with some needed chore or church maintenance or the myriad
other duties needed to keep a church going the result was that the church stayed the
same size some leave others enter but no growth was apparent despite the
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considerable preaching talents of the pastor god is apparently making sure he has
only the amount of people that he can handle we learn that the ancient church had
some of the same challenges we face today acts 6 14 says now in those days when the
number of the disciples was multiplying there arose a complaint against the hebrews
by the hellenists because their widows were neglected in the daily distribution then
the twelve summoned the multitude of the disciples and said it is not desirable that
we should leave the word of god and serve tables read this as doing manual labor
therefore brethren seek out from among you seven men of good reputation full of the
holy spirit and wisdom whom we may appoint over this business the manual labor but
we will give ourselves continually to prayer and to the ministry of the word it was
even bringing strife to the local body what did they do and what was the result the
first thing the apostles did was pick out people they knew to be wise and that had
had received the baptism of the holy spirit and appointed them to do practical
ministerial duties the manual labor this freed up the apostles so they could
minister the word of god wow gods way is so simple and our grandiose plans just
waste time and get nothing done pastors need to learn from the apostles and appoint
over this business so the pastors has more time to do the spiritual work that
promotes gods church this manual gives a road map for accomplishing the goal of
choosing and training people and tips for managing them there are a lot of
christians who really do want to fulfill the great commission and go make disciples
the problem is many of them have no idea what that looks like or where to start the
green book is a discipleship tool and curriculum that was created to help beginners
as well as long time disciple makers alike make disciples who can then go make
disciples this leaders manual provides new materials and suggestions to assist
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sunday school teachers and bible study leaders in successfully conducting six week
or thirteen week courses of studies based upon the book the manual contains both the
questions posed in the readers guide appendix c of the book and the manual also
gives the answers to those questions the manual also contains the minyan sociogram
and maps of the roman empire and the holy land a new dvd inside the back cover or
available directly through the author includes a feature length video the life and
legends of the apostles together with the questions from the readers guide the color
minyan sociogram the maps of the roman empire and the holy land cover illustration
by tim baron disciple is a program of disciplined bible study aimed at developing
strong christian leaders the study gives the old and new testaments equal time
emphasizing the wholeness of the bible as a revelation of god disciple draws upon
the work of scholars the personal bible reading and study of the participant and
dynamic group discussion to aid understanding of the bible the first study in the
program is disciple becoming disciples through bible study a thirty four week
overview of the entire bible commitment and time involved three and one half to four
hours of independent study each week 40 minutes daily for leaders and 30 minutes
daily for group members in preparation for weekly group meetings attendance at
weekly 2 5 hour meetings study manual each member of the group needs a study manual
and a bible the bible is the text for the study and the study manual will guide
group members in their study and preparation for the weekly group session the study
manual also includes suggestions for individual and study related activities space
is provided for taking notes while reading scripture for recording thoughts and
questions arising out of daily study and for notes during the weekly group session
the titles of the sessions along with theme words and theme verses and major persons
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events and topics will set the sequence of the biblical story in the minds of the
participants the principal scripture for each session follows the chronological
movement of the biblical story we recommend the new interpreters study bible more
questions visit cokesbury com disciple the christian faith is about people putting
their faith in jesus christ as their saviour and to follow him as his first
disciples did the christian faith is about being born again it is about confession
and receiving forgiveness for your sins it is about becoming a child of god it is
about becoming part of the family of god as his son and daughter it is about
becoming a citizen of the kingdom of god it is about being restored finding your
purpose in life and ultimately finding and fulfilling god s purpose for your life
this course is a field tested discipleship course tested and developed over a 30
year period and now used in churches in over 70 nations this discipleship course is
designed to help people give their lives to the lord or for those who made a
decision for christ but never put down roots for their faith grow to affirm their
faith in jesus and finally to put down roots and grow to maturity in christ
whichever one you might be i pray that the lord would use this material to guide you
to an enriching experience with living in fellowship and on purpose for god this
course is built on the bible and therefor you will find a lot of scriptures in it
this journey is made up of a few phases it is called a discipleship journey from
which you will benefit most if you follow them through systematically from step one
to step five this course will take you at least one year to complete however as with
living trees it takes a lifetime to grow into a mighty tree by daily drawing sap
through our spiritual roots being firmly grounded in the word prayer and in
fellowship we will grow slowly and steadily discipleship one salvationthe first
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phase of discipleship deals with the germination of our seed of faith this phase
deals with the essentials or elementary applications of putting our faith in jesus
christ as lord discipleship two establishing roots values and disciplinesthe second
phase deals with establishing roots from which our faith will grow and mature
instilling the values of the kingdom of god develops our spiritual roots we develop
spiritual disciplines to keep and maintain these values in our lives discipleship
three developing gifts and skillsthe third phase of discipleship deals with
discovering and developing our spiritual gifts it is the time when we develop
ministry skills to fulfil our calling in service of the lord and we continue to grow
strong and healthy roots to ensure that we both bring forth healthy fruit as well as
withstand the evil temptation of the enemy discipleship four fruitfulnessthe fourth
phase of discipleship deals with us bearing fruit through consistently putting into
practice what we ve learnt by living a life of love that is worth following and
shepherding those entrusted to our care discipleship five multiplicationthe fifth
phase of discipleship deals with our disciples multiplying themselves through their
disciples by helping and guiding them to consistently put into practice what they ve
learnt and to help their disciples to do the same we model it to them by living a
life of love that remains worth following and shepherding them into their purpose i
trust that this will be the beginning of living a fulfilled life in the footsteps of
jesus in his service and for his glory dr hendrik j vorster this book offers a model
for selecting and training church officers that is grounded in spiritual discernment
and development the book begins with a biblical understanding of leadership moves
into consideration for how to train a nominating committee to select leaders
according to the biblical vision and then offers a step by step plan for a training
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event with three components the training plan is designed to build up the church
leaders spiritually and to set their work in the context of discipleship as well as
to teach them some of the fundamentals of the rules of governance of their
denomination the book concludes with concrete suggestions for how future work of the
church board can be structured to reflect the emphasis highlighted in the training
session christians are stirred and encouraged as they enjoy the journey to effective
discipleship by reading and studying his final words a discipleship manual by travis
hunt moses paulose and david witt none of jesus words were ever trivial yet his
final command to his followers is that they go therefore and make disciples of all
the nations somehow these words carry extra weight since they are his final
instructions to his followers learn from these men whose valuable experience has led
them to share the news of salvation all over the globe this manual should be read
slowly and thoughtfully as believers are guided to a new understanding and desire to
follow god as they grasp the commandment of those final words the christian faith is
about people putting their faith in jesus christ as their saviour and to follow him
as his first disciples did the christian faith is about being born again it is about
confession and receiving forgiveness for your sins it is about becoming a child of
god it is about becoming part of the family of god as his son and daughter it is
about becoming a citizen of the kingdom of god it is about being restored finding
your purpose in life and ultimately finding and fulfilling god s purpose for your
life this course is a field tested discipleship course tested and developed over a
30 year period and now used in churches in over 70 nations this discipleship course
is designed to help people give their lives to the lord or for those who made a
decision for christ but never put down roots for their faith grow to affirm their
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faith in jesus and finally to put down roots and grow to maturity in christ
whichever one you might be i pray that the lord would use this material to guide you
to an enriching experience with living in fellowship and on purpose for god this
course is built on the bible and therefor you will find a lot of scriptures in it
this journey is made up of a few phases it is called a discipleship journey from
which you will benefit most if you follow them through systematically from step one
to step five this course will take you at least one year to complete however as with
living trees it takes a lifetime to grow into a mighty tree by daily drawing sap
through our spiritual roots being firmly grounded in the word prayer and in
fellowship we will grow slowly and steadily discipleship one salvationthe first
phase of discipleship deals with the germination of our seed of faith this phase
deals with the essentials or elementary applications of putting our faith in jesus
christ as lord discipleship two establishing roots values and disciplinesthe second
phase deals with establishing roots from which our faith will grow and mature
instilling the values of the kingdom of god develops our spiritual roots we develop
spiritual disciplines to keep and maintain these values in our lives discipleship
three developing gifts and skillsthe third phase of discipleship deals with
discovering and developing our spiritual gifts it is the time when we develop
ministry skills to fulfil our calling in service of the lord and we continue to grow
strong and healthy roots to ensure that we both bring forth healthy fruit as well as
withstand the evil temptation of the enemy discipleship four fruitfulnessthe fourth
phase of discipleship deals with us bearing fruit through consistently putting into
practice what we ve learnt by living a life of love that is worth following and
shepherding those entrusted to our care discipleship five multiplicationthe fifth
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phase of discipleship deals with our disciples multiplying themselves through their
disciples by helping and guiding them to consistently put into practice what they ve
learnt and to help their disciples to do the same we model it to them by living a
life of love that remains worth following and shepherding them into their purpose i
trust that this will be the beginning of living a fulfilled life in the footsteps of
jesus in his service and for his glory dr hendrik j vorster the 222 plan is a
christian disciple making process it uses one on one mentoring to fulfill the
command given by paul to timothy in 2 timothy 2 2 timothy is told to teach faithful
men the things that paul had taught him the process lasts about twenty five weeks
the manual includes both a disciples workbook and the mentor s guide the disciple
making process introduced in this manual is the result of more than thirty years of
personal one on one mentoring the material has undergone many revisions and was
tested in the local church during the entire process we must emphasize the 222 plan
is a process and not a program a process lasts a lifetime whereas a program is
participated in for the length of its duration and then is considered complete the
process follows the instruction given in 2 timothy 2 2 and we are under it s mandate
until called into his presence the process is truly the master s plan for building
disciples and leaders for his service mentoring success in disciple making depends
upon the mentor s commitment to personally practice the spiritual disciplines he is
teaching others the strategy set forth in this 222 plan manual is for those hungry
hearts who have resolved to seek first the kingdom of god and his righteousness
thirty four lessons on biblical themes from the old and new testaments the purpose
of this resource is to develop strong christian leaders through regular in depth
study of scripture the spiritual authority of the believer and who we are in christ
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are among the most urgent truths every christian needs to know we then can live
successful purposeful lives in this modern world he who knows his rights in christ
can live above circumstances use the name of jesus effectively and be in a position
to help those with various problems this book shows the christian how to be free
from the snares of the devil and live above his power this is the training manual to
train young people to be modern day disciples for christ how to win souls and how to
give bible studies and more this 12 week study immerses the participant in the new
testament disciple fast track an adaptation of the original bestselling disciple
bible study provides a viable option for busy people seeking comprehensive
engagement over time with the entire biblical text fast track groups meet for a
total of 24 weeks devoting 12 weeks each to the old testament and the new testament
participants read a manageable 3 5 chapters of the bible daily in preparation for
the weekly meetings which last approximately 75 minutes a separate leader guide
provides group facilitators with step by step instructions for leading each week s
session without any extra preparation a brief illustrated review video enables
participants to recall important facts and ideas lively and engaging video
presenters then offer insights into the current week s session participants have the
opportunity to take a spiritual gifts assessment and determine meaningful ways they
can serve and live out their discipleship commitment they also have opportunities
for celebrations marking their completion of the old and new testament components of
disciple fast track the flexible resources work well with groups of a few
participants up to 100 how can you help believers become more christlike how do you
facilitate spiritual growth in others featuring simple summaries charts
illustrations practical applications and discussion questions the rose guide to
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discipleship is an ideal reproducible guide for pastors and ministry leaders it
includes 30 ready to use lessons for discipling new christians on the topics of
salvation forgiveness prayer trusting god studying the bible and more rose
publishing product code 4112x making radical disciples participants guide the
participants manual of making radical disciples contains all lessons scriptures and
learning activities in the making radical disciples seminar making radical disciples
a complete training system for mission trips house churches disciple groups and
believers wanting to fulfill the great commission in matthew 28 19 20 developed and
field tested in southeast asia over a seven year period learners experience hands on
training in how to imitate christ in their daily lives
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Real-Life Discipleship Training Manual 2014-02-27
over 100 000 sold reform the way small groups make disciples this companion training
manual to real life discipleship provides unique guidance and insight to pastors
church leaders and their disciples as they work to create an effective discipleship
program with a thorough results oriented process that can be applied in other
contexts and cultures this manual explains the necessary components of disciple
making so that every church member can play a part in reaching others for christ a
great leader s resource it shows you how to cultivate new leaders for the future and
equip them to make disciples this manual includes these teaching tools activities
and questions that teach an effective christlike approach to discipleship training
on how to identify recruit and develop gifted leaders from within your church
fellowship an explanation of the role of personal relationships in making disciples
part of following jesus is reaching out to others and sharing what we believe
develop the heart of a disciple maker in the members of your small group and help
them follow god s call to go and make disciples

Matthew's Manual for Disciples 2020-02-02
matthew s gospel is designed to facilitate growth in the christian faith this
commentary focuses on matthew as a manual of instruction for people who are
followers of christ and wish to deepen their understanding of his commands and
spiritual practices emphasis is given to the ethical instructions especially the
sermon on the mount
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Life in Christ 1986-02
life in christ is a comprehensive study manual doctrinally solid and easy to
understand disigned to help young christians understand the christian faith

These Things: A Reference Manual for Discipleship
2011-12
before jesus left his disciples he gave them the famous commission to go therefore
and make disciples of all nations baptizing them in the name of the father and of
the son and of the holy spirit and teaching them to obey everything that i ve
commanded you mt 28 19 20 the commission actually reveals a unique characteristic of
matthew s gospel it was designed to be a training manual for the matthean community
of disciples matthew s gospel was structured along five major discourses on
discipleship ch s 5 7 10 13 18 24 25 in addition to these formalized sermons the
gospel contains numerous situational teaching moments thus future disciples are
expected to assimilate the entire spectrum of jesus teaching content found in both
his preaching and practice the disciple of jesus should know who jesus is what jesus
has to say and what jesus did knowing who he is will inspire faith in him knowing
what he commands will guide the disciple in obedience and knowing what the master
does will provide a pattern to follow these three lines of inquiry will guide the
disciple s development into the image of jesus the end game in following such a
manual is that the believer will be prepared to make disciples of others if this all
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sounds to you like a pretty tall order well then you re right it is a demanding
journey welcome to the matthew journey this study guide follow s the course taught
at eastpoint church in spokane valley wa it is designed to be a thirteen week
discipleship mentoring curriculum for committed disciples

The Matthew Journey: A Discipleship Manual Through the
Gospel of Matthew 2008-05-01
this manual is useful in training disciples in the local church as well as abroad
the simple strategy and easy to follow format make this an ideal tool for small
groups discipling new believers preparing for mission trips and equipping leaders
overseas to train disciples 30 x 60 x 100 includes a detailed outline of both the
old and new testaments five bible study methods clearly presented with examples
including a unique and comprehensive five step inductive study method many ways to
develop and customize discipleship curriculum including ways to reach non literate
disciples

Discipleship Manual Volume 2: Your Life with the Holy
Spirit 2020-01-20
a discipleship manual for training believers to become disciples who will make other
disciples
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30x60x100 2004-01-01
what every disciple is called to is as radical as it comes for more than half a
century practicing and proclaiming biblical discipleship has been the author s heart
beat this is that life s ministry captured for you in a book

The Growing Disciple 1894
disciple remember who you are is part of the four phase disciple program and is
prepared for those who have completed becoming disciples through bible study the
driving idea in this study is the connection between memory and identity as the
people of god the word you in the title is meant to be heard both in its singular
form the individual and its plural form the community we are a community of memory
participants in this thirty two week study will read the major and minor old
testament prophets with the exception of daniel and will read the thirteen letters
traditionally attribu

The Disciple's Manual 1864
making radical disciples a complete training system for mission trips house churches
disciple groups and believers wanting to fulfill the great commission in matthew 28
19 20 developed and field tested in southeast asia over a seven year period learners
experience hands on training in how to imitate christ in their daily lives
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The Master's Guide for His Disciples 2010
a twelve week study resource for small groups in local congregations it is grounded
in biblical understandings of the role of steward as the faithful response of
christian disciples

The teacher's manual. Acts of the Apostles 2008-01-01
author and bible scholar h d shively explores jesus powerful sermon on the mount
through the lenses of the new covenant follow the disciples up that mountain sit
with them and learn the basic principles that make jesus sermon a training manual
for disciples this book is for serious disciples of the lord jesus christ and is a
powerful tool for anyone who is interested in climbing higher in their walk with the
lord h d deborah shively is the author of several books including why jesus has to
be the messiah understanding the new covenant and the hebrew roots of christianity
understanding the book of hebrews understanding the trinity from the scriptures and
understanding the book of revelation hope for the times we are living now

Disciple Remember Who You Are Study Manual 2011-04-01
what happens when you look into the box where you think god is contained and you
find he isn t there what happens next may surprise you you will learn how to hear
god s voice that god still does miracles that demons are real and how to deal with
them and truths about the kingdom of god healing your spiritual authority spiritual
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battles and your armor written by a former traditional baptist pastor mull s unique
story is one of god destroying religious constraints allowing his people to reel in
miracles of healing salvations and supernatural experiences in the presence of god
his journey will help you overcome skepticism toss away theological hang ups you
once thought were from god and stand solidly on biblical principles this book is
filled with amazing real life stories and practical applications of the same things
jesus taught his 12 disciples you will be challenged to believe god is able to do
more than you have ever imagined

30x60x100 2007
if there is a field manual for following jesus it is the sermon on the mount the
sermon on the mount found in matthew chapters 5 7 is a handbook to jesus vision for
enlightened souls healed communities and a tangible reality that he calls the
kingdom of god here we find jesus at his most practical commanding the specific
moral actions attitudes and disciplines that will save our souls and save the world
this sermon is no philosophical manifesto to study or debate like a field manual the
sermon on the mount contains clear commands for jesus disciples to enact on the
field of our day to day lives this book is also a kind of field manual a useful
introduction to the practice of the sermon on the mount this is not an exhaustive
study of every historical textual or interpretive issue it contains a basic overview
of the spiritual life and discussions of some of the most important questions
related to the sermon on the mount all for one specific purpose the purpose of this
book is to help the modern reader understand what jesus commanded then do it god
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became a human being in jesus christ first to teach us the enlightened way of life
outlined in the sermon on the mount then to show us that life by his own example to
obey jesus commands is to be like him and whatever else we are as followers of
christ we begin as the people who imitate jesus and practice what he taught in the
sermon on the mount this is what it means to be his disciple and this is what this
book will help you do

Making Radical Disciples 2021-01-22
disciple is a program of disciplined bible study aimed at developing strong
christian leaders the study gives the old and new testaments equal time emphasizing
the wholeness of the bible as a revelation of god disciple draws upon the work of
scholars the personal bible reading and study of the participant and dynamic group
discussion to aid understanding of the bible the first study in the program is
disciple becoming disciples through bible study a thirty four week overview of the
entire bible training for disciple studies is also highly recommended learn more
about training here

Steward 2011-04-19
making radical disciples a complete training system for mission trips house churches
disciple groups and believers wanting to fulfill the great commission in matthew 28
19 20 developed and field tested in southeast asia over a seven year period learners
experience hands on training in how to imitate christ in their daily lives
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Mountain 2021-07-21
this manual provides the essential information to form and launch disciple making
teams trained to complete the great commission as outlined in matthew 28 16 20 the 3
sections provide information about disciple making movements thirteen team building
discovery exercises covering basic concepts behind becoming and making disciples
information concerning outreach and model discovery lists for discipling various
people groups as well as training video urls

The Jesus Training Manual 2010
have you ever had that sinking feeling that you were missing out on something very
valuable in your ministry but just couldnt put your finger on it well these
resources for adventures in service to god for the church are valuable assets to
those seeking a dynamic experience in gods kingdom work to invest yourself in larry
spencers ministry of helps manual and workbook can enhance your ministry and greatly
format your service with usable hands on tools that complete your tool chest bring
these practical things home and put them to work great results have already been
seen from individuals who respect gods word and value what it can bring to the board
room as well as to the church service you will not be sorry you invested in this
training for you and your ministry team rev lloyd tremain paradise community church
of the nazarene a thorough practical and much needed biblically sound treatment wish
it had been available 20 years ago when i could have use it to a great positive
effect dan wilderman retired assemblies of god pastor the order and practical
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instruction presented will benefit all organizational levels of any christian church
today john steffensen radio host christ today kkxx radio chico ca hopefully this
manual will lay the groundwork for pastors and churches to spread the burden and get
others involved in the work of the ministry i once had a pastor that was often
unprepared for a service because he was busy helping a parishioner with some needed
chore or church maintenance or the myriad other duties needed to keep a church going
the result was that the church stayed the same size some leave others enter but no
growth was apparent despite the considerable preaching talents of the pastor god is
apparently making sure he has only the amount of people that he can handle we learn
that the ancient church had some of the same challenges we face today acts 6 14 says
now in those days when the number of the disciples was multiplying there arose a
complaint against the hebrews by the hellenists because their widows were neglected
in the daily distribution then the twelve summoned the multitude of the disciples
and said it is not desirable that we should leave the word of god and serve tables
read this as doing manual labor therefore brethren seek out from among you seven men
of good reputation full of the holy spirit and wisdom whom we may appoint over this
business the manual labor but we will give ourselves continually to prayer and to
the ministry of the word it was even bringing strife to the local body what did they
do and what was the result the first thing the apostles did was pick out people they
knew to be wise and that had had received the baptism of the holy spirit and
appointed them to do practical ministerial duties the manual labor this freed up the
apostles so they could minister the word of god wow gods way is so simple and our
grandiose plans just waste time and get nothing done pastors need to learn from the
apostles and appoint over this business so the pastors has more time to do the
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spiritual work that promotes gods church this manual gives a road map for
accomplishing the goal of choosing and training people and tips for managing them

Jesus 2011-04-25
there are a lot of christians who really do want to fulfill the great commission and
go make disciples the problem is many of them have no idea what that looks like or
where to start the green book is a discipleship tool and curriculum that was created
to help beginners as well as long time disciple makers alike make disciples who can
then go make disciples

Disciple I Becoming Disciples Through Bible Study
2021-04-28
this leaders manual provides new materials and suggestions to assist sunday school
teachers and bible study leaders in successfully conducting six week or thirteen
week courses of studies based upon the book the manual contains both the questions
posed in the readers guide appendix c of the book and the manual also gives the
answers to those questions the manual also contains the minyan sociogram and maps of
the roman empire and the holy land a new dvd inside the back cover or available
directly through the author includes a feature length video the life and legends of
the apostles together with the questions from the readers guide the color minyan
sociogram the maps of the roman empire and the holy land cover illustration by tim
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Making Radical Disciples - Leader - Mandarin Edition
2017-02-09
disciple is a program of disciplined bible study aimed at developing strong
christian leaders the study gives the old and new testaments equal time emphasizing
the wholeness of the bible as a revelation of god disciple draws upon the work of
scholars the personal bible reading and study of the participant and dynamic group
discussion to aid understanding of the bible the first study in the program is
disciple becoming disciples through bible study a thirty four week overview of the
entire bible commitment and time involved three and one half to four hours of
independent study each week 40 minutes daily for leaders and 30 minutes daily for
group members in preparation for weekly group meetings attendance at weekly 2 5 hour
meetings study manual each member of the group needs a study manual and a bible the
bible is the text for the study and the study manual will guide group members in
their study and preparation for the weekly group session the study manual also
includes suggestions for individual and study related activities space is provided
for taking notes while reading scripture for recording thoughts and questions
arising out of daily study and for notes during the weekly group session the titles
of the sessions along with theme words and theme verses and major persons events and
topics will set the sequence of the biblical story in the minds of the participants
the principal scripture for each session follows the chronological movement of the
biblical story we recommend the new interpreters study bible more questions visit
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cokesbury com disciple

Great Commission Training Manual 2015-02-10
the christian faith is about people putting their faith in jesus christ as their
saviour and to follow him as his first disciples did the christian faith is about
being born again it is about confession and receiving forgiveness for your sins it
is about becoming a child of god it is about becoming part of the family of god as
his son and daughter it is about becoming a citizen of the kingdom of god it is
about being restored finding your purpose in life and ultimately finding and
fulfilling god s purpose for your life this course is a field tested discipleship
course tested and developed over a 30 year period and now used in churches in over
70 nations this discipleship course is designed to help people give their lives to
the lord or for those who made a decision for christ but never put down roots for
their faith grow to affirm their faith in jesus and finally to put down roots and
grow to maturity in christ whichever one you might be i pray that the lord would use
this material to guide you to an enriching experience with living in fellowship and
on purpose for god this course is built on the bible and therefor you will find a
lot of scriptures in it this journey is made up of a few phases it is called a
discipleship journey from which you will benefit most if you follow them through
systematically from step one to step five this course will take you at least one
year to complete however as with living trees it takes a lifetime to grow into a
mighty tree by daily drawing sap through our spiritual roots being firmly grounded
in the word prayer and in fellowship we will grow slowly and steadily discipleship
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one salvationthe first phase of discipleship deals with the germination of our seed
of faith this phase deals with the essentials or elementary applications of putting
our faith in jesus christ as lord discipleship two establishing roots values and
disciplinesthe second phase deals with establishing roots from which our faith will
grow and mature instilling the values of the kingdom of god develops our spiritual
roots we develop spiritual disciplines to keep and maintain these values in our
lives discipleship three developing gifts and skillsthe third phase of discipleship
deals with discovering and developing our spiritual gifts it is the time when we
develop ministry skills to fulfil our calling in service of the lord and we continue
to grow strong and healthy roots to ensure that we both bring forth healthy fruit as
well as withstand the evil temptation of the enemy discipleship four fruitfulnessthe
fourth phase of discipleship deals with us bearing fruit through consistently
putting into practice what we ve learnt by living a life of love that is worth
following and shepherding those entrusted to our care discipleship five
multiplicationthe fifth phase of discipleship deals with our disciples multiplying
themselves through their disciples by helping and guiding them to consistently put
into practice what they ve learnt and to help their disciples to do the same we
model it to them by living a life of love that remains worth following and
shepherding them into their purpose i trust that this will be the beginning of
living a fulfilled life in the footsteps of jesus in his service and for his glory
dr hendrik j vorster
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The Ministry of Helps 2010-10-20
this book offers a model for selecting and training church officers that is grounded
in spiritual discernment and development the book begins with a biblical
understanding of leadership moves into consideration for how to train a nominating
committee to select leaders according to the biblical vision and then offers a step
by step plan for a training event with three components the training plan is
designed to build up the church leaders spiritually and to set their work in the
context of discipleship as well as to teach them some of the fundamentals of the
rules of governance of their denomination the book concludes with concrete
suggestions for how future work of the church board can be structured to reflect the
emphasis highlighted in the training session

The Green Book 2010-09-01
christians are stirred and encouraged as they enjoy the journey to effective
discipleship by reading and studying his final words a discipleship manual by travis
hunt moses paulose and david witt none of jesus words were ever trivial yet his
final command to his followers is that they go therefore and make disciples of all
the nations somehow these words carry extra weight since they are his final
instructions to his followers learn from these men whose valuable experience has led
them to share the news of salvation all over the globe this manual should be read
slowly and thoughtfully as believers are guided to a new understanding and desire to
follow god as they grasp the commandment of those final words
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Leader's Manual the Apostles of Jesus Christ 2021-04-30
the christian faith is about people putting their faith in jesus christ as their
saviour and to follow him as his first disciples did the christian faith is about
being born again it is about confession and receiving forgiveness for your sins it
is about becoming a child of god it is about becoming part of the family of god as
his son and daughter it is about becoming a citizen of the kingdom of god it is
about being restored finding your purpose in life and ultimately finding and
fulfilling god s purpose for your life this course is a field tested discipleship
course tested and developed over a 30 year period and now used in churches in over
70 nations this discipleship course is designed to help people give their lives to
the lord or for those who made a decision for christ but never put down roots for
their faith grow to affirm their faith in jesus and finally to put down roots and
grow to maturity in christ whichever one you might be i pray that the lord would use
this material to guide you to an enriching experience with living in fellowship and
on purpose for god this course is built on the bible and therefor you will find a
lot of scriptures in it this journey is made up of a few phases it is called a
discipleship journey from which you will benefit most if you follow them through
systematically from step one to step five this course will take you at least one
year to complete however as with living trees it takes a lifetime to grow into a
mighty tree by daily drawing sap through our spiritual roots being firmly grounded
in the word prayer and in fellowship we will grow slowly and steadily discipleship
one salvationthe first phase of discipleship deals with the germination of our seed
of faith this phase deals with the essentials or elementary applications of putting
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our faith in jesus christ as lord discipleship two establishing roots values and
disciplinesthe second phase deals with establishing roots from which our faith will
grow and mature instilling the values of the kingdom of god develops our spiritual
roots we develop spiritual disciplines to keep and maintain these values in our
lives discipleship three developing gifts and skillsthe third phase of discipleship
deals with discovering and developing our spiritual gifts it is the time when we
develop ministry skills to fulfil our calling in service of the lord and we continue
to grow strong and healthy roots to ensure that we both bring forth healthy fruit as
well as withstand the evil temptation of the enemy discipleship four fruitfulnessthe
fourth phase of discipleship deals with us bearing fruit through consistently
putting into practice what we ve learnt by living a life of love that is worth
following and shepherding those entrusted to our care discipleship five
multiplicationthe fifth phase of discipleship deals with our disciples multiplying
themselves through their disciples by helping and guiding them to consistently put
into practice what they ve learnt and to help their disciples to do the same we
model it to them by living a life of love that remains worth following and
shepherding them into their purpose i trust that this will be the beginning of
living a fulfilled life in the footsteps of jesus in his service and for his glory
dr hendrik j vorster

Disciple I Becoming Disciples Through Bible Study: Study
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Manual 2004-01-01
the 222 plan is a christian disciple making process it uses one on one mentoring to
fulfill the command given by paul to timothy in 2 timothy 2 2 timothy is told to
teach faithful men the things that paul had taught him the process lasts about
twenty five weeks the manual includes both a disciples workbook and the mentor s
guide the disciple making process introduced in this manual is the result of more
than thirty years of personal one on one mentoring the material has undergone many
revisions and was tested in the local church during the entire process we must
emphasize the 222 plan is a process and not a program a process lasts a lifetime
whereas a program is participated in for the length of its duration and then is
considered complete the process follows the instruction given in 2 timothy 2 2 and
we are under it s mandate until called into his presence the process is truly the
master s plan for building disciples and leaders for his service mentoring success
in disciple making depends upon the mentor s commitment to personally practice the
spiritual disciplines he is teaching others the strategy set forth in this 222 plan
manual is for those hungry hearts who have resolved to seek first the kingdom of god
and his righteousness

Step Four - Fruitfulness 1895
thirty four lessons on biblical themes from the old and new testaments the purpose
of this resource is to develop strong christian leaders through regular in depth
study of scripture
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Making Disciples, Making Leaders 2010
the spiritual authority of the believer and who we are in christ are among the most
urgent truths every christian needs to know we then can live successful purposeful
lives in this modern world he who knows his rights in christ can live above
circumstances use the name of jesus effectively and be in a position to help those
with various problems this book shows the christian how to be free from the snares
of the devil and live above his power

The Master's Guide for His Disciples 2021-04-30
this is the training manual to train young people to be modern day disciples for
christ how to win souls and how to give bible studies and more

The Final Words of Jesus 2014-06-07
this 12 week study immerses the participant in the new testament disciple fast track
an adaptation of the original bestselling disciple bible study provides a viable
option for busy people seeking comprehensive engagement over time with the entire
biblical text fast track groups meet for a total of 24 weeks devoting 12 weeks each
to the old testament and the new testament participants read a manageable 3 5
chapters of the bible daily in preparation for the weekly meetings which last
approximately 75 minutes a separate leader guide provides group facilitators with
step by step instructions for leading each week s session without any extra
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preparation a brief illustrated review video enables participants to recall
important facts and ideas lively and engaging video presenters then offer insights
into the current week s session participants have the opportunity to take a
spiritual gifts assessment and determine meaningful ways they can serve and live out
their discipleship commitment they also have opportunities for celebrations marking
their completion of the old and new testament components of disciple fast track the
flexible resources work well with groups of a few participants up to 100

Step Five - Multiplication 2007
how can you help believers become more christlike how do you facilitate spiritual
growth in others featuring simple summaries charts illustrations practical
applications and discussion questions the rose guide to discipleship is an ideal
reproducible guide for pastors and ministry leaders it includes 30 ready to use
lessons for discipling new christians on the topics of salvation forgiveness prayer
trusting god studying the bible and more rose publishing product code 4112x

The 222 Plan Manual 2021-07-07
making radical disciples participants guide the participants manual of making
radical disciples contains all lessons scriptures and learning activities in the
making radical disciples seminar
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Disciple I Revised Adult Study Manual 2016-03-13
making radical disciples a complete training system for mission trips house churches
disciple groups and believers wanting to fulfill the great commission in matthew 28
19 20 developed and field tested in southeast asia over a seven year period learners
experience hands on training in how to imitate christ in their daily lives

The Authority of the Believer 1893

The Disciples for Christ Institute Training Manual
2016-07-19

The Master's Guide for His Disciples 2016

Disciple Fast Track Becoming Disciples Through Bible
Study New Testament Study Manual 2015-03-10
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Rose Guide to Discipleship 2011-01-01

Next Level Outward Spiritual Disciples - Facilitator
2011-04-25

Making Radical Disciples - Participant Guide

Making Radical Disciples - Leader - Japanese Edition
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